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**East Bay:**
- Eider duck population studies
- Contaminant assessments
- Parasite studies
- Long distance and local eider movements
- Avian disease monitoring
- Climate change & reproduction success studies
- Long distance herring gull movements

**Cape Dorset:**
- Coastal eider duck surveys
- Contaminant assessments
- Parasite studies
- Bear predation on bird colonies
- Gull surveys

**Frobisher Bay:**
- Coastal eider duck surveys
- Avian disease monitoring
- Bear predation on bird colonies
- Gull surveys

**Ungava Region:**
- Coastal eider duck surveys
- Avian disease monitoring
- Bear predation on bird colonies
- Gull surveys

**Belcher Islands:**
- Eider duck feeding studies
- Contaminant assessments
- Parasite studies
- Eider winter habitat
- Avian disease monitoring

**Coats Island:**
- Murre population and diet studies
- Local murre movements
- Long term contaminant monitoring
- Bear predation on bird colonies
- Glaucous gull population studies

**Digges Sound:**
- Coastal eider duck surveys
- Murre population and diet studies
- Local murre movements
- Contaminant assessments
- Bear predation on bird colonies
- Gull surveys